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Abstract
We summarize an analysis of ground motions recorded during three events that occurred
during the July 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence. We collected and uniformly processed
1,483 three-component recordings for the events from an array of 824 sensors spanning ten
seismographic networks. Signal processing followed well-established NGA procedures. We
developed site condition metadata from available geophysical data and multiple models. We
computed intensity measures such as spectral acceleration at a number of oscillator periods and
inelastic response spectra. We compared elastic and inelastic response spectra to seismic design
spectra in building codes to evaluate ground motion damage potential at spatially-distributed
sites.
Introduction
The three events of the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence started at 10:33 AM local
time on July 4, 2019, with a moment magnitude (M) 6.5 event located south of China Lake and
west of Searles Valley, California. This M6.5 event occurred on a left-lateral NE-trending fault
(roughly parallel with the Garlock fault to the south) at a hypocentral depth of 10.5 km. This
earthquake was followed on July 5 by a M5.5 event at 4:07 AM local time at a hypocentral depth
of 7.0 km, and a M7.1 event at 8:19 PM local time, the latter on a NW-trending right-lateral fault
at a depth of 8.0 km (GEER [2019]). These events occurred on faults within the formerly-named
greater Little Lake fault zone, but have now been differentiated after the recent earthquakes and
are referred to as the Salt Wells Valley fault zone (for the M6.5 event; DuRoss et al. [2020]), and
the Paxton Ranch fault zone (for the M7.1 event; DuRoss et al. [2020]). Since they were
proximal in space and time, the M6.5 and M5.5 events are considered to be foreshocks to the
M7.1 event (Ahdi, et al., 2020).
In this paper, we present a summary of recorded and processed ground motions,
independent (measured) metadata, including information describing the recording stations (sites),
and dependent (computed) data and metadata, such as various source-to-site distance metrics and
directivity parameters, and computed elastic and inelastic response spectra. The response spectra
are compared to the design spectra at each recording station to understand geographic trends. All
data are publicly available from the UCLA Natural Hazards Risk and Resiliency Research
Center (NHR3), as described in a report by Ahdi et al. (2019). A more complete version of this
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paper has been previously published by Ahdi et al. (2020).
Compilation of Site Metadata
Seismological parameters such as magnitude, style of faulting, and fault geometry were
reviewed and compiled to facilitate ground motion studies, including calculation of multiple
distance metrics such as the epicentral, hypocentral, rupture, and Joyner-Boore distance (closest
distance from site to the surface projection of the fault surface). The selection and computation
of these parameters is described in Ahdi et al. (2020). The following subsections elaborate on the
estimation of site parameters for recording sites.
A site database (SDB) was developed, encompassing information such as (where
available for each station) network code, station location information (latitude, longitude, and
elevation), information on the time-averaged shear-wave velocity (VS) in the upper 30 m (VS30)
obtained from both measured VS profiles and from proxy-based VS30 estimates, and basin depth
parameters (zx), which are measured as the vertical distance from the ground surface to the first
encounter of x = 1.0, 1.5, and 2.5 km/s VS horizons.
Estimation of VS30 at Recording Stations
Figure 1 shows a map of stations in the SDB with site markers color-coded by NEHRP
site classes. VS30 values were assigned based on the availability of measured VS profiles from
geophysical measurements proximate (< 300 m) to the recording station. Profile data was queried
from the Community Shear Wave Velocity Profile Database of Ahdi et al. (2018). When
measured VS30 values are unavailable, VS30 is assigned based on various proxy-based models,
including those based on surficial geology, topographic slope, and geomorphic terrain
classifications.

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of recording stations in the ground motion database. Stations are
color-shaded according to VS30-based NEHRP site class (Ahdi, et al., 2020).
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The following protocol was used in assigning VS30 values for a given station:
1.

2.

3.

Consider available published databases of measured VS profiles and VS30 values:
•
United States Community VS Profile Database (PDB, Ahdi et al., 2018), which
includes data from the USGS VS30 Compilation (Yong et al., 2016)
•
NGA-West2 Site Database (Seyhan et al., 2014)
•
Center for Engineering Strong Motion Data (CESMD, 2019)
Match available measured VS30 values from all databases to station of interest by
computing the distances between the station and the locations of the VS30
measurement, and take the closest measurement (using a 300-m cutoff distance) if
there are multiple available measurements that do not match the station coordinates
exactly (i.e., distance = 0 m).
Use proxy-based VS30 estimation models if:
a. There exists no VS30 measurement within 300 m of the station; or
b. The only measured VS30 within 300 m of the station was obtained using the
Refraction Microtremor (ReMi™) method (Louie, 2001).

Descriptions of various geophysical methods used to obtain VS profiles are beyond the
scope of this paper, but we largely followed the guidelines set forth in VS data attribution as
outlined in Ahdi et al. (2018). The SDB includes 824 recording stations. A total of 203 (25%)
stations have measured VS30 values, and for the remaining 621 stations, VS30 values are inferred
using proxy-based methods (described below).
For sites lacking in-situ VS30 measurements, one or more of the following four proxybased models was utilized:
1.
2.
3.

krig: a Kriging-based regression map informed by measured VS30 data and a hybrid
geology-topographic slope model. The Kriging approach is from Thompson et al.
(2014) and Thompson (2018), and the hybrid model is from Wills et al. (2015);
terr: geomorphic terrain proxy model (Yong, 2016) based on terrain classes from
Iwahashi and Pike (2007);
slp: topographic slope-based model (Wald and Allen, 2007).

To compute the model output, all sites in the SDB were assigned the relevant values of
terrain classes or topographic slope gradients or were plotted on the raster map for the krig
model. Figure 2 illustrates the assignment of VS30 based on these parameters. The krig model is
preferred due to its inclusion of measured VS30 values, and thus is utilized wherever data falls
within the geographic extent of the model (i.e., the state of California). Weights of 2/3 and 1/3
were applied for sites using both the krig and terr models, respectively. All inferred VS30 values
from proxy-based models used the krig or krig-terr pair of models, except for 10 sites located in
Nevada for which the kriging map is not defined, and one site (CGS station number 13877)
which plots in the water due to the relatively coarse resolution of the kriging map and the 1-km
spacing of the terrain classifications.
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Estimation of Basin Depth Terms at Recording Stations
The zx parameters were obtained by querying the Unified Community Velocity Models
(CVMs) provided by the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC; Small et al., 2017).
Values were obtained by querying a meta-model, which is a tiled system of multiple velocity
models. For this project, the meta-model consisted of five velocity models, which are defined in
Table 4 of Ahdi et al. (2020) based on a framework developed in Nweke et al. (2018). The tiled
system uses latitude and longitude coordinates to query the CVMs in order of their designated
priority. If the coordinates fall within the geographical extents of a model, then the appropriate zx
value will be selected (Small et al., 2017). If the coordinate falls outside the geographical extents
of the given model, the next CVM in the tiled order will be checked, and the process is repeated
until a CVM is encountered that encompasses the location of interest. To account for locations
outside the boundary region of the velocity models in the meta-model, a background 1D velocity
model is placed last in the tiled structure as it covers the largest area and serves as a supporting
model to the standard CVMs. If a site’s coordinates were to fall outside of all tiled CVM extents,
the site is not assigned a zx value. For this dataset, all 824 stations fell within the extent of the
tiled CVMs and were thus assigned zx values. When the model output for a site yields z1.0 = 0, we
check against geological maps. Zero depth is retained for sites located on mapped hard rock
geology (crystalline rock, Cretaceous rock, or volcanic rock units), and z1.0 is indicated as
undefined if the geology is mapped as Tertiary rock or sediments.

Figure 2. Flowchart depicting logic for assignments for proxy-based VS30 values in absence of
measurements within proximity to station (see Ahdi, et al., 2020). Note that the geo model
(hybrid geology-slope proxy model of Wills et al. 2015) was not considered on its own, as it is a
basis for the map used in the kriging-based model of Thompson (2018).
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Ground-Motion Intensity Measures
Elastic response spectra were computed for the time series collected for the three main
events, including the three individual as-recorded components (H1, H2, and V), the RotD50 and
RotD100 components, and the fault-parallel and fault-normal components of the records in the
vicinity of the faults. RotD50 and RotD100 are defined by Boore (2010). Figure 3 shows an
example of these intensity measures for the site CLC located 2 km from the M7.1 rupture, as
compared to ground motion models (GMMs) and code-based values. Figure 3a (top left)
compares the RotD50 component to predictions from the NGA-West2 GMMs. More comparison
cases are provided in Ahdi et al. (2020). Figure 3b compares the RotD100 component to the
ASCE 7-10 mapped design values—the Risk-Targeted Maximum Considered Earthquake,
MCER, and the Design Earthquake, DE (DE = 2/3 * MCER), adjusted for its site class (ASCE,
2010, 2016). This comparison shows that the Ridgecrest M7.1 mainshock exceeded the DesignEarthquake spectrum at this location for most structural periods. Figure 3c compares the
response spectrum of the three as-recorded components to the maximum component (RotD100).
The H1 horizontal direction has the highest spectral demand for all periods. Figure 3d compares
the response spectra for the FP and FN components to the maximum component shown in Figure
3c. At this location, the FP component carries most of the energy at long periods. These rotated
components are valuable to studies of near-fault effects and provide insight on ground motion
polarization.
Damage Potential of Recorded Ground Motions
In this section we present a summary of response of a generic single-degree-of-freedom
(SDOF) inelastic system to the recorded ground motions. Inelastic analyses of representative
structural types using the recorded ground motions provide an opportunity to draw different
insights into the geographic distribution of expected generic inelastic-structure response and
damage potential in the area affected by the seismic event (Ahdi, et al, 2020). These analyses
were performed on a generalized inelastic SDOF model using OpenSees (McKenna et al., 2010).
The main feature of an inelastic model is its ability to capture strength reduction and softening
due to yielding, as well as hysteretic energy dissipation. The “yield strength” of the SDOF is
based on the strength reduction factor (Rd), defined as the ratio between the lateral-force strength
for design and the yield strength of the structure, Vy. This value is equivalent to a combination of
the strength-reduction factor R and the overstrength factor used in seismic structural design. The
typical range for Rd is between 0.5 and 4. When Rd = 1, the structure will yield at the DE level.
When Rd > 1, the structure will yield when subjected to a below-design-level earthquake. When
Rd < 1, the structure will remain elastic at and below the DE (Ahdi, et al, 2020). The estimated
yield strength of the structure is, thus, defined as a function of the design spectrum at the site.
The ASCE 7-10 MCER spectrum (ASCE, 2010) was obtained for each recording station via the
USGS Design-Maps Web-Services tools. Either the ASCE 7-10 standard or ASCE 7-16
specification (ASCE, 2016) could be used; we used the former as it does not require site-specific
analyses for softer soil conditions, which would prevent uniform and automated application of
the current methodology to all recording stations presented herein. Two values of Rd were
chosen for the analyses (Rd = 2 and 4). These values are expected to represent structures
designed to an R-factor between 4 and 8.
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Figure 3. Example plots from the M7.1 event for site CLC of (a) observed RotD50 response spectrum compared with the average of
the five NGA-West2 predictions; (b) observed RotD100 response spectrum as compared with the ASCE 7-10 MCER spectrum and DE
(= 2/3 MCER) spectrum; (c) observed RotD100, H1, H2, and V response spectra; and (d) observed RotD100, fault-normal (FN) and
fault-parallel (FP) response spectra (Ahdi, et al., 2020).
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Both inelastic and elastic responses of the SDOF system were computed for all the
recordings for the M7.1 event for both periods and strength levels. For the elastic case, a
damping ratio of 5% was used, which is common in engineering practice. For the inelastic case,
a reduced damping ratio of 2% was utilized, as the hysteretic energy dissipation is already
captured in these nonlinear analyses as compared to the elastic case, which leverages a higher
viscous damping ratio in order to partly capture the hysteretic damping which is not explicitly
modeled therein.
An example of the inelastic response parameters is mapped for T = 1.0 s in Figure 4 for
Rd = 2. The figure consists of 4 maps. The first map, on the top left shows the geographic
distribution of the maximum elastic-deformation demand (Sd). The data in this map is the same
for both cases of Rd. The second map, on the top right, plots the geographic distribution of Dy,
which is defined by expected strength evaluated from the Rd factor and the ASCE 7-10 MCE
spectra. The map on the bottom left shows the geographic distribution of the inelasticdeformation demands (Dmax). The normalized deformation demands show that there are different
regions with different levels of expected response, both near and far from the epicenter. The
patterns shown in the damage-potential maps show that distance and site conditions are not the
only response parameters. Details of such analysis can be found in Ahdi, et al. (2020).
Predicted versus Observed Response Spectra
A comparison of the PSA values computed based on the recorded ground motions and
those predicted by the NGA-West2 GMMs was carried out. Figure 3a shows an example of such
comparisons for the M7.1 event at site CLC. Five NGA-West2 models were considered:
Abrahamson et al. (2014), Boore et al. (2014), Campbell and Bozorgnia (2014), Chiou and
Youngs (2014), and Idriss (2014); hereafter ASK, BSSA, CB, CY, and ID, respectively.
Ahdi et al. (2020) analyzed residuals (difference between natural log of computed
intensity measure and NGA-West2 model medians) to evaluate potential biases in the modeling
of source, path, and site effects. Figure 5 shows an example of the average residuals for the M7.1
event. Ahdi et al. (2020) present the same plot for the other two events, which are omitted here
for brevity. All residuals are slightly positive for the two larger events at short periods. At longer
periods, average residuals increase, perhaps due to under-prediction of basin depth scaling by the
GMMs.
Summary
A summary of analysis of the ground motions recorded in the 2019 Ridgecrest
earthquake sequence is presented. The metadata pertaining to the earthquake source, such as
finite-fault solutions, seismic site information including VS30 and basin depths, and wavepropagation path distances are compiled. We utilize a relational database to organize and store
all data. Comparisons of the response spectra of the recorded ground motions to those of the
NGA-West2 GMMs show on average favorable model performance. The large number of
recordings and the dense distribution of the recordings in a region that is crossed by significant
faults has allowed us to compute intensity measures beyond elastic response spectra so that we
can quantify the expected distribution of damage in areas of varying seismic demands (both near
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and far from faults).

Figure 4. Deformation response of elastic and inelastic models, Rd = 2 (Ahdi et al, 2020).
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Figure 5. Event terms (average residuals) for the M7.1 main shock and the five NGA-West2
models vs. spectral period (Ahdi, et al., 2020).
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